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Abstract: Lung cancer is a commonly diagnosed type of cancer. It is a highly
life-threatening disease. An accurate prediction of lung cancer can reduce the
death rates as accurate prediction can help doctors early in their decision-making
to start the treatment of the patients. In this article, three machine learning (ML)
algorithms, random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), and XGBoost,
are utilized. The proposed model’s performance was evaluated using a confusion
matrix. The proposed model achieved a high testing accuracy of 96.77% with the
XGBoost algorithm. This study highlights the potential of using ML algorithms
to enhance the accuracy of lung cancer prediction.
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1 Introduction
One of the most common factors of death in humans worldwide is lung cancer, a disease that affects the
respiratory system. The symptoms caused by lung cancer include expectoration, shortness of breath, chest
pain, anorexia, fever, hemoptysis, and weight loss [1], [2].
The most crucial factor in a clinical decision-making procedure for cancer patients is a precise prognosis
and survival time estimate. Predicting a patient's survival from a single moment would be highly
beneficial since it allows medical experts to propose treatments based on their expected longevity.
These days, machine learning (ML) is crucial for early medical disease diagnosis and prediction, assuring
human safety. The diagnosis strategy is made more deterministic and more accessible by ML. Recently,
ML has already taken over the medical industry. ML approaches are currently being adopted by all
countries in the healthcare industry. It is possible to investigate disease detection with the use of ML.
Feature extraction is a critical application of ML that includes some of the following: The actual
information container of every disease is its attributes. ML facilitates the processing of genuine features
or information, makes data analysis more accessible, and identifies the actual cause of medical problems.
It aids in the diagnosis of diseases by medical professionals. Three ML algorithms, i.e., random forest
(RF), support vector machine (SVM), and XGBoost, are utilized in this study to predict lung cancer.
Section 2 briefly reviews previous work. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology. Section 4
presents the experiment and results, while section 5 offers a conclusion and future work.
2 Previous Work
Artificial intelligence (AI) [15-19] has been playing a vital role in the healthcare sector in predicting
diseases for the past few years [2-6]. ML algorithms, a sub-branch of AI, have been increasingly
employed to classify, diagnose, and predict lung cancer. Numerous investigations have revealed the
effectiveness of ML in this field.
Faisal et al. [7] assessed the ML algorithms and ensembles to predict cancer at an early stage. Gradient-
boosted Tree attained 90% accuracy and surpassed all other individual and ensemble classifiers based on
performance evaluations.
The author [8] analyzes different ML classifiers to categorize lung cancer data into benign and malignant
categories. The suggested RBF technique achieved a high accuracy of 81.25% and is regarded as a
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practical approach for lung cancer prediction.
The authors [9] utilized ensemble approaches, like XGBoost, LightGBM, Bagging, and AdaBoost, to
improve the prediction accuracy of lung cancer. According to the research, the XGBoost appraoch
accomplished the best among the ensemble techniques, achieving an accuracy of 94.42%.
3 ProposedMethodology
The architecture of the proposed lung cancer prediction model is shown in Figure 1. After the data
acquisition of the lung cancer dataset, it goes through data preprocessing. The dataset is checked for
duplicate and missing values in data preprocessing. There are no missing values in the dataset, while there
are some duplicate values. The duplicate values are dropped to make predictions fair. After successful
data preprocessing, the dataset is split into training and testing. 80% of the dataset is used for training,
while 20% is used for testing. ThreeML algorithms are utilized to train the dataset.

Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed lung cancer prediction model
After successful training, the testing dataset set is applied to the trained model to evaluate the model. The
model evaluation exhibits ML algorithm prediction accuracies.
3.1 Dataset of the Lung Cancer
The dataset of lung cancer was acquired from Kaggle Respiratory [10]. Figure 2 displays the attributes of
the dataset with their information.

Figure 2. Attributes of the dataset
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To keep things simple, from the attribute of smoking to the attribute of chest pain, the digit of 2 is
converted into 1 while the digits of 1 are converted into 0. Similarly, gender attributes and lung cancer are
converted into integer form from object form. In the case of attribute gender, digit 1 is utilized for males,
while digit 0 is utilized for females. In the case of attribute lung cancer, digit 1 is utilized for yes, while
digit 0 is utilized for no.
3.2 RF
RF is an ML algorithm utilized for classification and regression tasks. During the training phase, RF
constructs multiple decision trees (DTs). RFs are widely utilized in ML for their performance, simplicity,
and scalability [11].
3.3 SVM
SVM is also an ML algorithm for classification and regression tasks [12], [13]. It classifies the dataset
into two different groups. SVMs are utilized in text classification, spam detection, anomaly detection, and
image classification [14].
3.4 XGBoost
XGBoost stands for extreme gradient boosting. It is an open-source ML library designed for gradient
boosting. It is an ensemble learning technique that combines multiple DTs to construct a robust predictive
model.
4 Experiment and results
The experiments and subsequent analysis of the study results are presented in this section. Two
performance metrics, accuracy, and misclassification rate, are used to evaluate the performance of the
proposed model (equations 1-2).

Accuracy = ��+�� ∗ 100 (1)
+ + +

Misclassification rate = ��+�� ∗ 100 (2)
+ + +

TP, TN, FP, and FN represent true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative. Figure 3
displays the testing confusion matrices of the ML algorithms.

Figure 3. Testing confusion matrices of theML algorithms, (a) RF, (b) SVM, (c) XGBoost
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Figure 4 shows the comparison of the ML algorithm's prediction accuracies. It can be seen from the bar
chart that XGBoost has the highest prediction accuracy among theML algorithms that were applied.

Figure 4. Comparison of ML algorithms prediction accuracies
Table 1 depicts a comparison of the proposed model with previous methodologies. The proposed model
has better accuracy than the previous methodologies.

Table 1: Comparison with previous methodologies
Author Year Methodologies Accuracy

(%)
Misclassification

rate (%)
Faisal et al. [7] 2018 Gradient-

boosted Tree
90 10

Patra [8] 2020 RBF 81.25 18.75
Mamun et al. [9] 2022 XGBoost 94.42 5.58
Proposed model 2023 RF

SVM
XGBoost

93.55
95.16
96.77

6.45
4.84
3.23
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, leveraging three ML algorithms for lung cancer prediction yielded promising results with
notable testing accuracies. XGBoost achieved the highest accuracy of 96.77% among the ML algorithms.
This proposed model will enhance the rate of lung cancer timely to start treatment earlier.
For future work, explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) techniques can be integrated with ML
algorithms further to explain the decision-making of lung cancer prediction.
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